PUBLICATION


MEDIA MENTION

The above study co-authored by Melvin Wilson was featured in a *UVa Today* article titled *Lack of Black Doctors Traced Primarily To Pre-College Factors, Study Finds*.

FACULTY PROFILE

**What was the most difficult thing for you during grad school? How have you dealt with this difficulty and what would you advise to yourself if you could go back and talk to your grad school self now?**

**Angeline Lillard:** One time when my advisor at Stanford asked how I was doing, I told him that it was difficult always feeling judged, and he said, "Well, you are!" Difficulty confirmed.

Of course this is how it is in any pursuit: if you play tennis, you are judged on that; if you sell stuff for a living it is how much money you bring in; if you crack jokes for a living, it's how funny are you; but intelligence is so personal, and I think for most students, at least those with a modicum of modesty and self-awareness (there is always so much to learn, and one hasn't done much yet) it's not clear yet if one has what it takes.

*My personal inner advisor now would tell my long past self to not worry about it, just *work hard* and have fun in the playground of ideas we are all lucky enough to live in! You'll get somewhere!*

EVENTS of the WEEK

**Monday, February 22, 2010**

- Developmental Lunch, 12:00pm-1:15pm, GIL 225
  James Burroughs, UVa Commerce School, *The Development of Material Values: Insights from 15 Years of Research*
- Professional Issues Panel, 3:30pm-4:30pm, GIL 141
  Amori Mikami, Shige Oishi, and Tim Wilson, *Responding to Revise and Resubmit Requests*

**Tuesday, February 23, 2010**

- Community Lunch, 12:30pm-1:45pm, GIL 225
  Jennifer Woolard, Georgetown University, *Crossing Over: Understanding How Youth Move Between the Welfare, Justice, and Immigration Systems*
- Social Lunch, 12:30pm-1:45pm, Gilmer B001
  Eric Turkheimer, *Theoretical and Empirical Limitations of the Five Factor Model of Personality*

**Wednesday, February 24, 2010**

- Cognitive Lunch, 12:30pm-1:45pm, GIL 225
  Jonathan Bakdash, *Perceived Distance Influences Imagined Walking Time*

**Thursday, February 25, 2010**

- Quantitative Lunch (DADA), 12:30pm-1:45pm, GIL 225
  Angela D. Staples, *Regulation of Infant Distress during Still-Face: Issues of Measurement and Data Analysis*

**Friday, February 26, 2010**

- Clinical Lunch: 12pm-1pm, GIL 225
  *Practicum Discussion*

---

For news submissions, comments and suggestions, respond to this message or e-mail psych-news@virginia.edu.